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The Soul In Christ Truth
Song:
America: Sister Golden Hair
Michael Jackson: This is a rare song indeed. America the
band gives gratitude to the catholic nuns who raised them.
It is nonetheless the soul responding to give thanks to the
mother figure of God to teach them as tiny eagles.
Stevie Wonder: We did not have Catholic schools or we
would have sung this ourselves. And certainly public
schools did not have this largess of heart to teach the
ongoing moral nature of life that we might cross the bridges
of life safely.
JARVIS RAYMOND: Without
the moral foundation in the
public schools, it is difficult to
pass the rationality of the
devil or “d”efied-“evil” of
marijuana-deathdrug.
Here the reference
ought to be to the Christ
standard not Jesus, the
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teacher of the Christ teachings, as even Moses taught the
Christ teachings.
MOSES: Substitute “Christ truth” if you only recognize a
personality of Jesus. Nevertheless you know that should
you need to find safe passageway at death from torture, you
call upon Jesus himself for him to guide you from the
trauma of dying.
ANDREA SELESTOW: Religion is not only for squares.
MOSES: Christ Truth is not only for squares.
MOTHER MARY: The child in this Bible quote is the training
of the child as soul intelligence to know right and wrong to
not take drugs.

Jesus said, Verily I say unto you, Except ye be
converted, and become as little children, ye shall
not enter into the kingdom of heaven.
Matthew 18:3

FATHER MALACHI: In the Catholic school education, you
are taught to consider yourself greater than drugs.
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FATHER MALACHI: It is a false assumption to ascribe the
work of the Catholic Church nuns simply as another form of
philosophical public education to arm children with what is
universal as the word catholic implies— as the atheist public
educators would imply. Rather, the personality of Christ is
taught to the children, they learn to throw out of the moneychangers out of the temple.
FATHER STRONG: Where is this not more prevalent than in
the millionaire makers— the business worship that is taught
in the schools.
Nancy of Oregon: Here the moneychangers are the
demons. They freeload off your light for the hallucination.
It is incumbent upon parents, teachers that you stop, turn
around, and that you use the word evil and demon! And not
say, there is a good side to everything even marijuanadeathdrug. This is your agnostic training, your anything
goes training.

MOSES: I would add killing and sadism to that “high hallucinate.”

“All hallucinate drugs are poison.”
Mother Mary
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